
I would warrant that an overall majority of the world population does not believe in magic.  
 
Yet in complete sincerity, how could they? 
 
More often than not, people are exposed to what the mass media has sensationalised as 
magic. A more stylish, glamorous prospect that fashions the so-called fictitious force into 
something far more alluring and (more importantly to the vast corporations that seek 
revenue at every corner) marketable. After all, fantasy is a realm so extremely bizarre that in 
turn, it now serves as an escapade from reality for those who turn to it after facing the harsh 
realities of real life. And although children can and will immerse themselves into the stories 
they are offered, the journey to adulthood never fails to impart the unfortunate truth that 
what fairytales and films project has little basis to our reality. 
 
It is so clearly displayed in all forms of entertainment though- to the point where to many, it 
is the only manner in which “magic” of any kind could ever manifest.  
 
Most of us are very much familiar with Disney’s charismatic magic: pumpkins that become 
golden carriages with the flick of a Fairy Godmother’s wand, mermaid tails transformed into 
human limbs in exchange for vocal chords, witches that are evil incarnate turning into 
dragons… The list is substantial, but identical in their exhibition of fantastical events that we 
cannot fathom occurring in our daily routines. 
 
Or what about the books such as Harry Potter or The Lord of the Rings? Series that are not 
only renowned across the globe, but have also had a profound effect on popular culture for 
decades. They have familiarised more than one generation with loud bangs, foul-smelling 
potions and sudden apparitions. Moreover, the film industry capitalised on this further as 
they kept introducing more and more complex visual effects that if anything, only proved the 
original manuscripts right in that magic was a flight of imagination for those of us who 
eagerly read or watched. How could someone simply utter a few words and make objects 
levitate or make complicated hand motions with a piece of wood that would result in 
explosions? 
 
So all in all, no. I cannot blame anyone for seeing, in this view of magic, a delusion that is 
naught but fiction.  
 
Yet I am not here to defend this sort of magic. Notwithstanding my belief that there are still 
things to be learned from observing these imaginary miracles. 
 
Even I am not foolish enough to believe that I could one day harness some supernatural force 
to bend the laws of physics to my will. However, I believe there is a magic of sorts in some 
more “mundane” things (for lack of a better word). A special sort of sorcery in something 
easily overlooked, frequently mocked and frankly cliché. 
 
But I am a sucker for clichés- they are given a thoroughly bad reputation for being 
commonplace -and normally overly “cheesy”- yet a truism is nonetheless unchallenged in its 
own validity, and we far too often punish something for being “too cute” or “too sweet” to 
have any value. 
 



Nevertheless, it is this increasing sentiment of demeaning that which prefers to focus or 
emphasise the positives in our own reality that have rendered many unable to realise that 
magic does exist within us. It exists in our kindness. In our love. Unfortunately, the virtues 
which we should be employing have now been demoted in favour of more hardline 
approaches to life, that belittle this “love” and this “kindness” as signs of weaknesses. As 
signs of inferiority. Infuriating as it is, the anger does not match the sadness evoked at the 
thought that some of the most natural sources of joy in life have been dismissed so carelessly. 
 
There is power in being kind. And in that power lies the magic. To explain further, I always 
go back to a tale that is very popular in cultures worldwide: Cinderella.  
 
The new adaptations have a motif in having “the courage to be kind” always. And to anyone 
familiar to Cinderella’s story of mistreatment, of utter abuse, it can be easy to disregard her 
as another doormat.  
 
Yet if we look closely, there is no sense in that at all. Perhaps I can agree that the midnight-
magic of a fairy is ridiculous, but Cinderella is no passive victim. And her kindness holds 
magic in that she overcomes the horrors of her past without reducing herself to her abusers. 
 
In the newer adaptations (be it Hollywood film or Broadway musical), the repetition of 
"Have the courage and be kind!" is not a simple, meaningless platitude if you consider the 
cycle of abuse. Abuse warps people inside. Choosing to be kind is not choosing to be passive- 
it means choosing to end the very cycle of abuse. Cinderella deciding to be kind is Cinderella 
deciding to be better, to be more than the people who hurt her. A courageous act in itself. To 
belittle her “kindness” as a weakness is ludicrous, because having the strength to look at 
those who hurt you deeply and willingly and openly forgive in their heart is possibly one of 
the most powerful acts someone can take. That power, that goodness… How can anyone deny 
that that is magical? That that fortitude emanates from something mystical and 
unexplainable. That is magic. That is real magic. 
 
Kindness comes from a place of love. Of caring and tenderness. Cinderella might not love her 
abusers as she might love her Prince or her late relatives, but they come from a place of 
caring, of trying to understand the other person, and see through all the torment to realise 
that the abuser also abuses themselves too. If kindness is magic, then so is love. 
 
Society has customarily held love in high esteem. Love has been mostly projected towards all 
as desirable, beautiful, and almost necessary in some ways. As deviant as I am in many ways 
of what others would call the norm, I am no different, in the sense that I too hold love as an 
essential component to my life. If anything, I would probably say it is what dictates my life, 
what I’ve always looked for, and what I cherish most dearly in my heart. 
 
     Ever since I can remember, I have always held several notions that have proven steadfast 
and undefeated to me, but I suppose the relevant one right now is my belief that love is 
eternal. Love, in its pure and truest form, does not ever really fade; doing so implies that it 
was never really love to begin with, for a force so deeply felt and powerful is something that 
does not stand a chance at being erased. 
 



     It is a stance that has been challenged time and time again, yet looking back, the 
hardships of such doubt have only further solidified such sentiment. Why else could it still 
hurt, if not because deep within, love lingers for someone who might not hold the same 
feeling? Why else am I unable to ever forget the moments of joy, of laughter? What reason 
could there be for me to still whisper prayers for those who direct their contempt and 
disgust, if not because what was experienced in the beginning could only ever mature but 
never meet a demise? 
 
To conclude, I go back to that familiar story tale Cinderella. Let it be mocked and ridiculed. It 
has taught me, and hopefully many others, a valuable thing. To quote: 
“Where there is kindness, there is goodness. And where there is goodness, there will 
ALWAYS be magic.” 
 
 
 
 


